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DR. FRITZ WENT--BIOGRAPHY 

F. W. Went, son of Dr. F. A. C. Went, the well-known Dutch professor of 
botany at the University of Utrecht, was born in 1903. During his youth he lived 
next to the Botanical Garden and Botanical Institute of the university, in constant 
contact with plants and botanists. This stimulating environment induced him to 
become a botanist himself. 

After receiving his Ph.D. degree at the University of utrecht in 1927, on a 
thesis describing the role of the growth hormone in the Avena seedling, he went to 
Java, where he was connected with the famous Botanical Gardens at Buitenzorg 
(Bogor) for five years. In 1933 he went to the California Institute of Technology at 
Pasadena, where he was professor of plant physiology. 

During his early years in California, he worked on hormonal control of plant 
growth, as well as on root formation and other auxin-affected phenomena, but his 
research interests gradually turned to environmental influences on plant growth. 
The results of more than 15 years of work in this field are summarized in a book, 
published in 1957, "The Experimental Control of Plant Growth." 

His other botanical interests lie in the fields of ecology, especially of the 
tropical forest and the desert, and evolution, which developed in the course of 
rather extensive travels, all over the world. 

His interests in botanical gardens are evident as former member of the 
Board of Governors of the Los Angeles State and County Arboretum, and his pres
ent position as Director of the Missouri Botanical Garden. He has lectured on his 
work in different parts of the world (twice as national Sigma Xi lecturer). Honorary 
doctor at the Universite de Paris, member of the National Academy of Sciences, 
correspondent of the Koninklijke Nederlandse Akademie van Wetenschappen, Amster
dam, of the Academie des Sciences, Paris, and of the Academie Royale de Belgique. 
Honorary member der deutschen botanischen Gesellschaft. 
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THE ROLE OF ENVIRONMENT 
IN GROWTH OF PLANTS 

By F. W. Went 

(Presented April 2, 1963, University of Missouri) 

Jn his remarkable book, Bioenergetics and Growth, Samuel Brody has given 
not only a complete survey of work carried out to study the factors which control 
growth of animals, but he has attempted to analyze this from a uniform viewpoint, 
namely the energy input. Thus he could get an over-all picture of the efficiency of 
the growth process, and he also was able to assess the relative importance of the 
various environmental and internal growth factors. 

A similar general analysis has not been carried out for plants, but in the 
following talk, I want to present materials which might be used toward such an 
analysis in the future. The data on plants differ much from those on animals, 
since all green plants provide their own energy food through photosynthesis. But 
if the rate of photosynthesis is known, the efficiency of transforming the basic 
photosynthates into plant substance can be estimated; this happens to be of the same 
order of magnitude as in animals. 

Among the many problems facing the biologist perhaps none looms as large or 
seems as elusive as the how and why of organic form and function. There are many 
possible approaches toward a solution of these problems. Jn the following article I 
want to show to what extent an analysis of the effects of environment can contribute 
to an understanding of the living plant. But in addition to being a tool in solving 
problems of growth and development, the investigation of environment in connection 
with plants is an end in itself, and gives us an insight into plant distribution and may 
become an important factor in agricultural production. 

A fertilized egg-cell or zygote contains in its hereditary make-up the full po~ 
tentialities to develop into a mature plant. Yet the exact size and shape of this plant 
are not predetermined; they are conditioned and modified by the environment in which 
the zygote develops. This is usually expressed by saying that the mature plant is the 
product of the interaction between its genes and the environment: a modification of 
either will influence the end-product. 

The environment can be considered very broadly, and can be sub-divided into 
internal and external environment. The internal environment for gene action is the 
cell and its physical and chemical make-up. The cell itself is definitely also a gene 
product, filtered already through the modifying influence of the external environment, 
as far as temperature, radiation, and surrounding cells are concerned. The external 
environment for the developing plant consists of the soil, the surrounding air, radi
ation in all its forms and manifestations, numerous pests, diseases, and viruses, 
the physical and chemical effects of neighboring plants, and many other factors. 
Among the latter, man looms large, both through his direct and indirect influences. 
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Most of the factors of the external environment of the plant have been under 
intensive investigation for scores of years, largely because they are of paramount 
importance to man in his efforts to make the plant cover of the earth subservient 
to his needs. This has led to the development of plant pathology, parasitology, 
soil science, agriculture, horticulture, forestry, plant nutrition, irrigation, and 
many other branches of the plant sciences. In agricultural colleges, in experiment 
stations, and in special research institutions there are hundreds or thousands of 
plant pathologists, entomologists, agronomists, plant physiologists, geneticists 
and other scientists who are investigating all factors of the internal and external 
environments of the plant with the ultimate aim of better production of plants. There 
is, however, one group of scientists which is hardly represented. These are the 
plant climatologists, dealing with the aerial environment of the plant. Yet, the aerial 
environment of climate is at least as important in connection with plant production 
as the soil, pests, diseases, growing methods, or genetical background are. 

There are many good reasons why the field of plant climatology has been so 
neglected by investigators. In the first place it is difficult to define climate clearly 
and accurately, partly because of the variability of the weather from day to day and 
from year to year, and partly because weather is an integration of non-comparable 
values. In the second place we have not had methods for growing plants under 
strictly controlled environments or synthetic climates. 

Mainly through the efforts of Dr. H. 0. Eversole and Dr. L. C. Marshall, 
control over the plant environment has become possible, after they had elucidated 
the principles upon which greenhouses can be air-conditioned. Also in growing 
plants we need light intensities, which are most conveniently available in the form 
of sunlight. But in greenhouses, using the sun as a light source, the problem of 
temperature control is critical. On a sunny day at noon one calorie is absorbed per 
square centimeter of greenhouse per minute. The heat thus generated has to be re
moved by air renewal, which requires large volumes of air. Even when 20 to 30 
times as much air is circulated through a greenhouse as is ordinarily passed through 
an air-conditioned auditorium, the outgoing air is still 4-5° C warmer than the in
coming air. But as soon as the sun disappears behind clouds the heat-load on the 
greenhouse may become negative.and the incoming air may require heating. There
fore the air-conditioning equipment of a greenhouse must be highly flexible and must 
be instantaneously adjustable to changing conditions of radiation. 

Completion in 1939 of the Clark Greenhouses and in 1949 of the Earhart Plant 
Research Laboratory, both at the California Institute of Technology, provided for 
the first time, large-scale growing facilities for plants under controlled conditions. 
The following article deals with the results obtained in experiments carried out in 
these laboratories, and therefore a short description of their facilities is necessary 
for an understanding of their significance. 

The Earhart Plant Research Laboratory, into which the Clark Greenhouses 
have been incorporated, consists of 6 individual greenhouses in which temperature 
and humidity can be controlled, using natural daylight as a light source, 10 dark
rooms kept at different temperatures and humidities, 25 artificial light cabinets, 
a rain room, a wind room and two gas rooms, and 9 general laboratory rooms kept 
at different temperatures, or a total of 54 different conditions which are maintained 
simultaneously. In this way any one of a number of climatic variables can be con
trolled independently, and the effects of temperature can be assessed separately from 
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light, humidity, wind, rain, and gas content of the air. Thus each of the climatic 
variables can be investigated separately or in conjunction with any of the others and 
in any combinations. This is of great practical importance, because in the field a 
single factor can never be varied independently of the others, e.g., radiation is 
always tied up with temperature, humidity, and the other climatic variables. 

All plants in the laboratory are grown in sand, gravel, or vermiculite. By 
watering them with the same nutrient solution, they are all comparable as far as 
their mineral nutrition and root·envircmment are concerned, and the complexity of 
the soil is eliminated as one of the uncontrolled variables of the plant environment. 
Besides, sand and gravel are easy to sterilize with steam, and thus no soil-borne 
diseases are carried into the laboratory. 

All other materials used inside the laboratory are fumigated with methyl 
bromide, preventing the entry of insect pests. Also in other respects a strict quar
antine is observed, which enables us to maintain a considerable degree of freedom 
of insects, pests, and diseases inside the laboratory. To this end all personnel 
entering the building are decontaminated by changing their outer clothing which was 
in contact with the outside and on which aphids, red spider, or other pests could so 
easily be carried into the laboratory. Freedom from virus diseases is insured by 
bringing in only healthy plants or seeds, by washing one's hands before entering the 
building, and by smoking only autoclaved cigarettes inside the laboratory. 

The greatest decontamination problem exists in connection with the fresh air 
which must be brought in to effect sufficient cooling of the greenhouses. The mag
nitude of this problem is evident when one realizes that every minute one ton of 
fresh air is used, which has to be filtered free from insects, disease spores, and 
smog. This is done with a series of mechanical filters, an electrostatic precipitator, 
and activated charcoal filters. 

Since the laboratory was designed to be insectproof, it is not surprising that 
in conjunction with an original thorough sterilization with hydrogen cyanide, we have 
only very infrequent infections with insects and diseases, and these have been com
batted with parathion and isotox fumigations. Therefore when a plant shows a cer
tain response, we can be certain that this response is to the physical conditions which 
were imposed upon it, and not to pests or diseases or to the spray chemicals re
quired for control of the latter. 

Neither in the greenhouses nor in the artificial light and darkrooms are there 
fixed tables. All plants are placed on wheeled tables or trucks of about 2 ft x 2 ft 
(see Fig. 1). In this way the plants can be moved from one to another condition and 
this allows any combination and permutation of the conditions available at any one 
time. To this end the trucks are marked with colored and numbered rings attached 
to a ringpost on one corner of each truck, indicating in which particular place it 
has to stand at any time of the day. This makes it easy for the gardeners to rec
ognize where each truck has to be moved at which time. This is important, since 
often over 300 trucks have to be moved at 8 a. m. and 4 p. m. 

Whereas in the greenhouses daylight is used, which even in California is 
subject to considerable fluctuations in intensity, in the artificial lightrooms 8-foot 
slimline fluorescent lamps are used, which provide a reliable, sufficiently intense 
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source of light under which to grow plants (see Fig. 2\. These lamps are sepa
rated from the air-conditioned growing space by glass windows, thus the heat from 
the lamps can be prevented from reaching the plants and yet the lamp temperature 
can be kept high so as to obtain the highest light intensity. At low envelope-temp
erature fluorescent lamps produce only a little light. Another advantage of fluo
rescent lamps is that they are available in several colors and thus the effects of 
wave length on growth and photosynthesis can be assessed. 

The control room of the Earhart Laboratory is very complex with its indi
cators for the 20 separate air-conditioning systems, its time clock panel from 
which the approximately 70 artificial light panels can be operated on any cycle and 
period, the motor indicator panel, and the different recorders for temperature and 
co2• This complexity of the control room, reminiscent of the complexity of the 
control room of the cyclotron, coupled with the consideration that the whole build
ing is consecrated to the growing of plants, has led to the name Phytotron, which 
now is applied not just to the Earhart Plant Research Laboratory, but to any ex
tensive group of air-conditioned growing rooms for plants. 

All machinery required to maintain the temperatures, humidities, wind 
velocities, and other conditions in the greenhouses and artificial lightrooms is 
located in the basement. A maze of ducts and pipes and conduits delivers air, hot 
water, and cold water to the air conditioners leaving only the bare minimum of 
head room. To operate such a complex laboratory requires a technical staff of the 
highest competence, and the fact that I can leave on a protracted lecture tour with
out any misgivings as to the operation of the laboratory sufficiently testifies to the 
caliber of superintendent, assistant superintendent, mechanic, and three gardeners, 
comprising the whole operating staff. They take care of the complex bookkeeping 
system as well, which enables us to see at a glance how much of the growing space 
is occupied at any time of day or night and for any period up to several months in 
advance. In addition we have splendid cooperation from the maintenance depart
ment of the California Institute of Technology, without whose competent personnel 
and excellent facilities it would be very difficult to keep the laboratory running 
smoothly. 

At any one time there are always a number of investigators using the facil
ities of the Earhart Laboratory for a large number of different experiments, some 
of them involving crop plants such as tomatoes, peas, sugar beets or potatoes, or 
pasture plants such as rye grass or subterranean clover, or horticultural plants 
such as carnations or orchids, or wild plants, such as Achillea or Mimulus, or 
desert annuals. Sometimes problems are studied with a definite practical impli
cation, such as flowering and fruit set in coffee or tomatoes, but in most cases the 
problems are of fundamental significance. In the following pages a number of these 
problems and some of the answers will be discussed to give an idea of the range of 
problems under investigation and the possibilities of the laboratory. 

One of the most important results obtained in these air-conditioned green
houses and growing rooms is the extent to which biological variability can be re
duced. This variability usually is the greatest handicap in biological experimentation 
and it reduces the reliability of conclusions based on quantitative responses. The 
uncertainty in conclusions reached in biological experimentation has led physicists 
and chemists to distinguish themselves as working in the "exact" sciences. 
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Pig. 2-A rlificial light room with 1lfril'l111 Violets (left) "'"' stra wherries ( right) fJ/I l'trtirll lly ,,c/justahle 
trucks. 
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There arc three ::;ou1·cci:; o f vari ability in bio logical m a te ria l. The firs t is t he 
he r ed itary background. The greate r the gene ticaJ differe nces between individual s , 
the greater their phcnutypic va ria bi l ity will be . On the othe r h :-md, well-se lected 
seed m a te ria l , ur c ut.lings made from t he sam e pla nt, have a pote ntia l uniformity 
whic h far s urpasses the homogene ity of reage nt- pure chemicals . 

T he sccom.1 source of varia bility in biological ma te ria l is the inhomogene ity 
of the e nvironment during growth . The exte nt lo whi c h this fac to r contributes to 
variab ili ty had not been pr ope rly reali zed, but experime nts like those r e presented 
in Figu1·e 3 make it c lea r tha t mos t bio logical varia bility in geneticall y uniform 
mater ial was due lo uncon tro ll ed e nvi ronm e nt du r ing g r owth. Whe r eas in an or 
dinary greenhouse the coeffic ie nt of variability of, e.g. , tomato pl :-m ts , may be 
20 per cent, under comple te te mperature and I ighl contro l this is r educed Lo be-
low fi ve per cent (sec F ig. -!) . T he r e fo r e a t least 80 pe r cent of phc noly pic va ria bi l
ity may be due lo uncontro ll ed env ironment , whic h leaves un accounted for only a ve r y 
s m a ll rns iduP o r vn r iabil ily. This " bas ic" va r ia bi I ily is r ed uced mo r e and mor e 
Lhc greater Lhe degree o f contro l ove r Lhe env ironm e nt, whic h ma kes il like ly Lhal 
in fu ture research we can reach a s till s m all er coefficient o f var iability , lhe limit 
perhaps being one per ce nl (in the experiment of Figu re 4 il was only two pe r cent 
in terms of stem le ngth ) . 
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Fig. 4-Reduction in coefjidmt of variability (ordinate) in re/<1tio11 to i11.-ret1se in control of environment. 

This very small "basic" variability poses some interesting theoretical prob
lems. It had been argued (especially by P. Jordan) that as long as growth and de
velopment of an organism were based on gene control, we should expect a very 
great degree of variability. For it is an unchallenged principle of physics, that the 
smaller the number of molecules involved in a reaction, the greater the variability 
of this reaction must be. Since each cell contains each gene singly or in twofold, 
any process which depends on gene control should therefore be highly variable. This 
was apparently the reason why more efforts were not made to get away from exces
sive variability in biological experiments, and why biologists just acquiesced in 
statistical treatment of their experiments instead of trying to reduce their variabil
ity. But now we have just seen that, basically, biological variability, when the prop
er genetic and environmental control is exerted, is vanishingly small, considerably 
less than 20 per cent of what one normally expects. Therefore, the explanation of 
this variability on the basis of growth control by genes has to be drastically modi
fied. This can easily be done without any sacrifices to the gene theory. We need 
only to assume that genes control growth indirectly, through gene products. Thus 
a gene would multiply itself by producing a large number of enzyme or hormone mol
ecules, and it would be this enzyme or hormone and not the gene directly which con
trolled growth. This concept of growth control by gene products rather than by genes 
themselves makes it also understandable how the environment can have such a large 
part in growth regulation. It does so by influencing the amount of gene products. 
Th~ gene thus becomes only an enabling agent, allowing the formation of enzymes 
and hormones, but not controlling their quantity. This accounts for the qualitative 
effect which genes have on development, rather than quantitative control. 
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There is another, little understood, fact which tends to reduce variability in 
plants . This is a sort of feed-back mechanism in growth control. When a set of 
peas are grown under properly controlled conditions, not all plants grow at any one 
time at the same rate. But the ones growing more slowly will overtake the faster 
growing ones in the next period and vice versa. Thus the average growth rate re
mains the same for all plants, even though simultaneous growth rate measurements 
show considerable aberrations. 

Therefore, the two growth mechanisms described above control by gene prod
ucts and feed-back growth regulation, both tend to insure evenness in the final size 
of a plant, leading to a surprisingly small variability in mature plants grown under 
optimal conditions from genetically homogeneous seed material. 

When, instead of growing plants under exactly similar environmental con
ditions, we subject them to different temperatures, light treatments, wind, or 
other climatic variables, then an amazing degree of variability in growth rate, 
yield, form, flowering and fruiting behavior, and chemical composition can be 
produced. This is a completely different aspect of the Earhart Plant Research 
Laboratory, and this is the basis on which it can be used to study the effects of 
climate on plants. Each of the important climatic factors can be investigated 
separately or in conjunction with one or more of the others in relation to growth 
and development of the different plants. Jn this way it can be established which 
factors are most important in the life of a plant, and it can be judged how climate 
as a whole may affect a plant. 

Almost any character can be modified by one or more of the individual cli
matic factors, and often various characters are changed in the same direction. Jn 
the tomato, for instance, growth in length, increase in weight, and fruit production 
are optimal when the night temperature is 1 7° C. But heaviest stems and largest 
leaves are produced at slightly lower night temperatures. At high night tempera
tures flower size and fruit development are more inhibited than vegative growth. 
Jn potatoes it is night temperature which mainly controls tuber formation. This is 
optimal at 12° C. and is relatively little affected by the temperature during day. 
Jn peas and strawberries the day temperature is more important for growth and 
fruit set than the night temperature. Jn peaches and in Veratrum normal develop
ment is possible only when there is a seasonal fluctuation in temperature. Thus, 
for each species and variety of plant there is a particular climatic factor or set 
of factors which primarily controls development and growth. Once these factors 
have been established in the laboratory it becomes possible to interpret field ob
servations intelligently. As an example it can be mentioned that once the signifi
cance of the night temperature for fruit set in tomatoes had been recognized through 
experiments in air-conditioned greenhouses, it became possible to explain poor to
mato production in localities with too high or too low night temperatures, or in years 
with exceptional weather. 

Since each climatic factor--day temperature, night temperature, light intensity, 
light duration, spectral composition of the light, relative humidity, wind, rain, 
seasonal fluctuation in temperature, gas content of the air, frost, etc.--is an in
dependent variable, and since there can be any conceivable interaction in plant re
sponse between these factors, the effect of climate on a plant cannot possible be 
expressed in a simple formula, like a "heat sum." We are dealing here with multi
dimensional interrelationships, which can only be expressed in multi-dimensional 
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Fig. 5-Growth of tomato plants (vertical axis) as/unction of day temperature (abscissa) and night tem
perature (third axis). 

diagrams. Jn Fig. 5 the relationship between growth of tomatoes and both day and 
night temperature is shown in a three-dimensional graph, in which these three 
variables are plotted on three axes of a three-dimensional grid. This results in a 
mountain-like structure, in which the top of the mountain represents the optimal 
growing conditions of the particular variety of tomato used in relation to day temp
erature and night temperature. It is possible.to summarize such information in a 
two- dimensional graph, by plotting in a two-dimensional grid of day and night temp
erature just the approximate location of the optimal growing conditions in the form 
of a circular or elliptic area. This has been done in Figure 6 for a number of com
mon garden flowers, and it can be seen that each plant has its own optimal growing 
conditions, and that these optima in general do not overlap very much. Actually, 
the optima of some plants are so different that they cannot be grown together at all. 
The optimal temperatures for the African Violet are so high that the English Daisy 
dies in them, whereas the African Violet dies under the optimal growing conditions 
for the English Daisy. Whereas, in general, a plant is able to compete with weeds 
under its own optimal growing conditions , it cannot do so when its growing con
ditions are suboptimal. Therefore, successful and easy gardening requires know
ledge about such optimal growing conditions for the plants we intend to raise. But 
unfortunately so little is known about this subject as yet. 
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B = English Daisy. Drawn line shows progre.<.<ion of averaxe day and 11ight temperature in Pasadena 
throu[<hout 011e year. 

How knowledge about the optimal growing conditions of a plant can simplify 
our growing procedures is perhaps best illustrated in the case of the African Violet. 
As seen from Figure 7 it flowers most abundantly at day temperatures of about 60° F 
and night temperatures of 70° or even slightly higher. Such night temperatures do 
not occur anywhere in the continental United States except for very short periods 
and, therefore, this plant cannot be grown anywhere out-of-doors. It is an excellent 
house plant provided the room windows are kept closed during the night so as to keep 
the heat of the day or of the heating system in the room. In Europe where house 
temperatures are kept so much lower in general, especially during the night, Af
rican Violets are not successful as house plants. 

In Figure 6 not only the optimal growing conditions of a number of garden plants, 
but also the actual climate of Pasadena, Calif., ls- shown in the form of an elongated 
ellipse. For each month the average day and average night temperature is entered 
and these points are connected by a line. It can be seen that the climatic ellipse of 
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Pasadena transects the optimal growing conditions of the different garden plants at 
different times of the year. Whenever the climate coincides with the climatic re
quirements of a plant, such a plant is most successful in our gardens in Pasadena. 
The English Daisy, for instance, is a weed in our lawns in J anuary, February, and 
March, and flowers abundantly during the latter two months, but it disappears during 
the summer months. Stocks and Ageratum are excellent spring flowers, whereas 
Petunias and Zinnias grow best during summer. 

Once we have a complete set of data on garden plants in general, and we make 
a number of climatic ellipses for different localities (printing them, e.g. , on trans
parent paper on the same scale), then by overlaying the particular climate of a 
locality on the chart of the climatic response of these garden plants, we can easily 
choose which plants we should grow in gardens in that locality at any particular time 
of the year. 

In Figure 6 the interrelationships between only two of the independent cli
matic variables and plant growth are shown. As mentioned earlier we are dealing 
with a much larger number of variables and, therefore, we need more than two 
dimensions to give a complete picture of plants in relationship to climate. In Fig
ure 8 the data of Figure 6 are shown and the daily duration of illumination (Photo
period) is entered on the third axis. Also, the climates of Pasadena, California, 
and of Denver, Colorado, are shown. From this figure it is evident that in Denver 
the same plants can be grown as in Pasadena gardens, but over a shorter period 
of time, and that during winter the temperature is too low for any of the plants in
dicated. 

By making a series of such three-demensional graphs, each one indicating 
the optimal growing conditions of the same plants but at different light intensities, 
and by lining these graphs up in a row, a fourth dimension is produced. By having 
a number or rows of three-dimensional graphs, a fifth dimension is obtained (e.g., 
using rainfall or relative humidity as variables). In this way we can go on adding 
dimensions and ultimately we could obtain a complete picture of the relationship of 
an organism to its environment. As biologists we are dealing all the time with such 
highly complex interrelationships, and I believe that it lies in the nature of a biol
ogist to enjoy such complexity. If his mind were less complex he might have been 
content with the simpler problems of physics or chemistry. I believe that it is im
portant to recognize such a fundamental difference between the physical and bio
logical mind; it should be considered in vocational guidance and also in the selection 
of students in universities. 

After having discussed climate as a whole in relation to plant growth, we 
should discuss another aspect of environment, namely, the use of individual envir
onmental factors in the analysis of the principles of plant growth. Just as much as 
genes or internal growth factors can be used in such a study, the environment can 
be used as a tool to find how the growth of a plant is controlled. 

As a first problem we will analyze the process or processes which become 
limiting when a plant is growing at its highest rate. What is the maximal growth 
rate of, e.g., a tomato plant? Is there something like a limit to which we can push 
stem elongation, and beyond which no further increase is possible? This will be
come clear in observing Figure 9 in which the actual growth rates which were ob
tained in growing tomatoes in the Dolk, Clark, and Earhart greenhouses are shown. 
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Fig. 9-Maximal growth rate atttzined with tomato plants as function of time.-

Whereas the first experiments resulted in growth rates of about 12 mm per day, 
improvements in the growing medium and the nutrient solution brought the rate to 
over 20 mm per day. Varying day and night temperatures made it possible to 
reach growth rates of 30 mm per day, and selecting among the commercially avail
able tomato varieties, some with growth rates up to 40 mm per day under optimal 
temperature and nutrition conditions were found. But for the last ten years no in
vestigator in the Earhart Laboratory has been able to exceed this growth rate, and 
therefore we will have to accept 40 mm per day as an upper limit beyond which we 
cannot push stem elongation in the tomato. This asymptotic reaching of limits is 
seemingly inherent in any biological system. For instance, the sugar percentage 
of sugar beets has been increased from about 6% in 1800, when the first sugar beets 
were cultivated, to 20 per cent in the best beet selections under the optimal sugar 
producing conditions, but now already for many decennia neither sugar beet growers 
nor breeders have been able to surpass this 20 per cent. 

Jn Figure 1 O the growth rate of tomato plants is shown as a function of the night 
temperature (most of the growth of a tomato occurs during night, which explains 
why the night temperature is of such paramount importance in stem elongation). 
It is obvious that for the intact plant (curve A) there is a clear-cut optimum at 17° C. 
Both at higher and lower temperatures growth is slower. The exact position of the 
optimum is only slightly influenced by variety, and ranges from 15 to 18° after the 
plant has reached maturity. 

A temperature optimum at 17° C is remarkable low. For most physiological 
processes temperature optima of well over 30° C are found and, in general, a 
physiological process does not start to decrease until the temperature of protein 
denaturation has been approached. At 17° we are still far below this limit, which 
is particularly obvious when we consider the optimal day temperature which is at 
least 6 ° C higher. 
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Is it possible to find a specific reaction in the tomato plant which has an op
timum temperature of 1 7° ? For this we will first consider the temperature re
lationships in the individual parts of the plant, instead of considering the plant as a 
whole, as done in curve A of Figure 10. White succeeded years ago in growing ex
cised roots of tomatoes in a nutrient solution containing sugar, vitamins, and salts. 
In determining their temperature dependence he found that as the temperature in
creased, their growth rate increased, approximately like the law of van't Hoff re
quires, and only above 30° C did the rate start to decrease. This is indicated in 
curve B of Figure 10. Also, for isolated stem cells we find a temperature optimum 
above 26°. Therefore, individual parts of the tomato plant have temperature op
tima at or above 30° C. The relationship between respiration and transpiration is 
very much like curve B, and also photosynthesis has no temperature optimum at 
17° C. Therefore not a single individual physiological process in limiting at 17°, 
and we cannot explain this low optimal temperature on the basis of a single limiting 
reaction. 

There is, however, one process which has a completely different temperature 
relationship. This is sugar translocation. All parts of the plant grow with the 
energy supplied by the process of photosynthesis, which is stored in the form of 
sugar. This sugar is produced in the leaves and has to be translocated to the grow
ing zones through the sieve tubes of the stem. Instead of being accelerated by higher 
temperatures, this sugar transport is slowed down. This has been established in 
many experiments in the tomato and can be accepted as an experimental fact. By 
looking at the curves for sugar translocation (C) and for growth of individual plant 
parts, transpiration and respiration (B), we see that together they account for the 
shape of curve A inasmuch as at lower temperatures a chemical growth process, and 
above 17° a physical process (sugar translocation), control growth of the intact 
plant. 
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This dual control accounts for a number of facts. In the first place it is evi
dent that the 17° optimal temperature is not a real constant, but that it can shift 
with conditions, according to which process is more limiting. In young plants, for 
instance, where the distance between leaves and growing zones is less than in older 
plants, translocation of sugar will be less of a limiting factor and, therefore, the 
optimal temperature of young tomato plants is higher and only gradually drops to 
17° at which temperature it becomes stabilized in older plants. 

The rate of chemical processes can usually be influenced by different means. 
Temperature is one of them, according to the rule of van't Hoff. Very often the 
supply of reactants is limiting, or the amount of catalyst, and in such cases an ex
ternal supply of them will speed up the process. Physical processes, on the other 
hand, are often less easily influenced. Diffusion, for instance, can be speeded up 
only slightly by temperature or concentration. Thus it seems likely that, whereas 
at low temperatures we may be able to improve growth, at higher temperatures 
we are near the maximum rate because a physical process is limiting. Yet, if, for 
instance, the sugar transport system could be enlarged inside the plant, a further in
crease in growth rate beyond what is shown in Figure 9 might be anticipated. 

The effectiveness of growth hormones when supplied to intact plants bears 
out the correctness of the conclusions in the previous paragraphs. Auxin, the 
plant hormone, seldom limits the total growth in a plant. In one case Galston 
found that a particular corn variety could be made to grow faster if sprayed daily 
with auxin. But this worked only in a greenhouse kept at 14° during the night, but 
not at 20° night temperature. Similarly, Bonner found that the application of thiamin, 
a root growth hormone, to the plant as a whole, was effective in increasing the over
all growth rate only at low, but not at high temperatures. Using auxin sprays to im
prove fruit set in tomatoes works only below 17° and not above. Therefore, it can 
only be used in spring when night temperatures are generally too low for fruit set, 
but poor fruit set in summer cannot be improved by auxin sprays. 

Among the many other arguments which speak for the control of growth by a 
chemical process at low temperatures and a physical process at high temperatures 
only one more will be mentioned. When a tomato plant has been grown for more 
than a week at a sub-optimal temperature, we would expect an excess of sugars to 
become accumulated in the growing zone. This could be tested by suddenly raising 
the night temperature well above the optimal 1 7° . Actually, under those conditions 
the tomato plants grow for one or two nights at a rate far beyond what is possible 
at the same night temperature when sustained for a week. 

Instead of using temperature as a climatic variable in the analysis of plant 
growth, we can also use light as a tool. Some examples of this are given in the 
next paragraphs. 

The over-all dry matter production in a plant as a result of photo-synthesis 
can be expressed in the following simplified scheme: 

A B 
C02 + light ---+ carbohydrates ---+ plant products 

Ls03J 1 
'------) 2% maximal efficiency-----• 
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Process A, the photoreduction of C02 1 has been investigated in great detail 
by biochemists and biophysicists, and they have been able to show that this first 
process is highly efficient from an energetic point of view. This is to say, as much 
as 3(% of all light energy absorbed by the algal or leaf cell can be transformed into 
the chemical energy of the sugars formed. This is amazing, especially when one 
takes into account the difficulty of transforming light energy into chemical energy. 

Instead of considering process A by itself, we can consider the efficiency of 
the plant as a whole by comparing the light energy which reached a corn or potato 
or beet field with the chemical energy which can be harvested in the ripened crop, 
counting not just the grain or tubers or sugar, but the sum of stems, leaves, and 
roots. Then we find a low efficiency, not more than 2 per cent at most. From the 
simplified scheme presented above, it must be evident that this low over-all efficien
cy is not due to process A but must be attributed to the processes B, which trans
form the primary products of photoreduction of co2, the sugars, into cell wall 
materials, protoplasm, or plant products in general. This can easily be demon
atrated with a simple example. 

Let us assume that we keep a tomato plant at a very low night temperature, 
at which practically no growth can take place. The day temperature is kept at a 
sufficiently high level that photosynthesis can proceed at a fast rate. As soon as the 
cells of the plant are filled up with sugars or starch, any additional light will be 
wasted, because the storage capacity of the plant has been reached. Thus one of 
the B processes controls the degree of light utilization and we can say that, appar
ently, in general, not photoreduction of C02 but the internal control of carbohydrate 
utilization determines to what degree light can be used by plants. This makes the 
study of the physiology of photosynthesis of the greatest importance, and it seems 
that it is in this direction that we have to look for future fundamental improvements 
in production in the field. 

In the laboratory, where we have complete control over all ~actors influencing 
processes A and B, it has been possible to harvest 10 per cent of the light energy 
which fell on a tomato or beet plant in the form of chemical energy of the dry mat
ter produced in the course of one or more weeks. This was achieved by keeping 
the plants at the proper day and night temperatures, feeding them optimally and, 
in general, by controlling the environment. It is interesting to note that the same 
10 per cent efficiency of light utilization can be achieved in algal cultures, but in 
this case also a high degree of environmental control is required. Therefore, it 
seems to me that with equal amounts of technical and financial support there is no 
difference between algae and higher plants in their over-all light energy transfor
mation, and that for a long time to come, we will use largely higher plants for most 
efficient utilization of the sun's energy. 

Another example of how experiments involving light treatmentS of plants can 
contribute to a better understanding of development is given by the research work 
of Dr. S. Dunn in the Earhart Plant Research Laboratory. He grew tomato plants 
under standard conditions of age, temperature, and nutrition for periods of six 
days in different colors of light and different light intensities, and determined their 
dry weight production and other growth data. Since the dry weight of a tomato plant 
is over 90 per cent organic material, one gram corresponds to 3500 calories of 
chemical energy. The incident light energy can equally be expressed in calories. 
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Fig. 11- Dry matter production in young tomato plmzts t1s a function of the light intensi~y. f or different 

spectral regions. 

This is important because in this way the different colors of light can be compared, 

as is done in Figure 11. To make the data readily understandable, the light energy 
is given in foot candles for the white light, with the understanding that for the 

colored light the abscissa scale denotes light energy in calories or microwatts. 

Let us first analyze the curve in Figure 11 which shows the relationship between 

white light intensity and dry weight production. At light intensities below 1200 ft-c 

there is direct proportionality, which means that for equal amounts of incident light 

energy equal amounts of dry matter are synthesized. Therefore under 1200 ft-c, 

process A is limiting. But as soon as this light intensity is exceeded another process, 

independent of light energy, limits the utilization of light by these tomato plants. 

Because of the sudden transition we can conclude that this other process limiting at 

higher light intensities is entirely independent of the photoreduction of co2, and must 

belong to processes B. Actually it can very easily be described as growth in general. 

And again, as in our previous example, the utilization of light is controlled by the 

rate at which the photosynthates are used by the plant. 

Using differently colored fluorescent lamps, emitting wide ranges of wave 

lengths in the red, green, and blue regions of the spectrum, enough light energy can 

be supplied to tomato plants to saturate them with light in these different spectral 

regions. Since in process A only the light absorbed by chlorophyll and carotenoids 

is used, we would expect that both the red and blue wave lengths , which are absorb

ed by these pigments, would be more effective than white light in producing dry 

weight. The data of Figure 11 show this to be actually the case at low light inten

sities. But neither in red nor in blue light alone can the tomato plants grow well, 

and the maximal amounts of growth produced with red or blue light r emain far be

low what can be obtained with white light. But when these tomato plants are sub

jected simultaneously to red and blue light, by using red and blue fluorescent 
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tubes alternately in the light fixtures , then they grow excellently; actually their 
maximal dry matter production is much greater than that of white light. The ef
ficiency of light utilization is as great as in red or blue light separately; therefore, 
at low light intensities the results of Dr. Dunn's experiments fully confirm the work 
on photosynthesis carried out with algae. But a new phenomenon also appears: for 
optimal growth, plants have to receive simultaneously, red and blue light. There
fore we must conclude that there exist two separate and independent light-requiring 
growth processes, one with a red, and the other with a blue, absorption band, and 
that normal growth occurs only when both processes are l ight-saturated. 

Whereas the previous considerations explain most of the facts of Figure 11, 
one major discrepancy remains. This is the maximal growth rate which can be 
obtained with red plus blue light, which considerably exceeds that in white light. It 
would have been expected that by increasing the white light intensity both the red and 
blue light dependent processes would become saturated and that, at a higher total 
light intensity, the same maximal dry matter production would be reached as in red 
plus blue light (as indicated by the stippled extension of the warm white curve ). 
Since this is not the case, there must be somethi,ng in white light which prevents a 
maximal growth rate. This seems. fo be the green light. When the light from the 
white fluorescent lamps is passed through a purple filter, which absorbs the green 
rays, then more growth can be obtained than with white light. Thus we might ex
pect that in the future, purple glass will be used in greenhouses, which would prob
ably change their name to purplehouses. 

This inhibitory effect of green light on growth will need much more research, 
but it explains a number of facts. Different fluorescent lamps emitting white light 
have very different effectiveness in promoting plant growth. The most efficient white 
tubes are the so-called warm-white, whereas the daylight tubes, in spite of their 
name, support less growth per unit light emitted. It turns out that their effectiveness 
is inversely proportional to the amount of green light they emit. And the high-pres
sure mercury vapor lamp which emits most of its light in the green wave-length 
region is very poor as a light source for plants, in spite of its high intensity. 

In conclusion it can be said that the investigation of the environment in relation 
to plant growth and development, as carried out in a phytotron. yields results of 
such practical and theoretical significance, that its costs are offset many times by 
the results obtained in it. In a phytotron we just apply the principles which have 
guided physical and· chemical research for so many decades--namely, carrying out 
work under rigidly controlled and reproducible conditions--to research with plants. 
Actually, from the standpoint of research efficiency, there is no good reason any 
more for carrying out experiments with plants in ordinary unconditioned greenhouses. 
For the results have a low degree of significance due to great variability of the ex
perimental plants and poor reproducibility. Fortunately, this is becoming generally 
recognized and a number of plant growth chambers with proper control over the en
vironment have been constructed or are being planned. 
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